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About This Game

BYTEPATH is a replayable arcade shooter with a focus on varied play styles with RPG elements. The game has a huge passive
skill tree, classes and different ships through wh 5d3b920ae0
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it's pretty cool. Asteroids inspired shooter with Path of Exile style skill tree and classes & different ships to tinker with? At a
low mad price? And pleasant music on top? How could I resist? I couldn't.. Friend suggested the game, said it was only 2 dollars,
so what the heck. Damn, this is actually a really good game. I love the console theme and the visuals. The soundtrack fits the
game and is good in it's own right. The customization options are insane, you really can do a different crazy ship every time,
tons of ways to change up the gameplay. As for the negitives, one game enviorment and limited enemy variety. There is also a
lot of visual clutter (but I think that's part of the charm.) It may also be a bit too easy? I was able to escape on my first build.
You can get a lot of mileage with two dollars if you buy this game. Even with my two hours so far, I feel it was worth the
purchase.. Came for the tech tree, stayed for the terminal.. Absolutely worth the price. It's a simple game, but it has a ton of
replayability. If you 2D bullet-hell style games, I'm sure you'll enjoy this.
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